ᇪ͗᠉͉
Social Responsibility
˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠሤ࡞ᛠᇪ͗᠉͉ḞܷҦஂ᠑ǋஓᐱኍМᄝ̂ˉǌ̾৻йǋࠜй˝ఴ
ѢԦཁḞˀ᠑ڇԝ࣯ᦉᏅ͔ʶᡐधનѸளǋበᡛ͕ҸḞ˝ॆڠᑱ᠑ᒰࠜḞፂ฿፝ǋঋᤳǋϣऔ
ԦࡘϡѢҰҦǌՎௐḞፘ፝Үþྕˬ͛˷ÿМᄝᮂˬஓᐱᮉᄫǌ
In 2011, the Bank continued to actively fulfill its social responsibility commitments, with
support rendered to public welfare programs such as poverty reduction and education. In order to
benefit farmers and enrich rural areas, the Bank worked jointly with officials and people of povertystricken counties. By leveraging local advantages and making innovative efforts, the Bank helped to
reduce local poverty, bring about local prosperity and develop the local economy in a sound, steady
and robust way. Moreover, the Bank continued to move along with the “Philharmonic Heritage
Program”, a public welfare program dedicated to music education for the younger generation.
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ʶǋ᠑ࢹͺ
Poverty reduction
2011ࣱḞ˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠ᧚ᚷ
ஂḞଡᰳ᠑ᴜܿ͌ˉڍڙᬄࣉڣᄉባ
́ҦḞሤஂࡾԝॆॅྱᓣ̖ˉԦࡘḞ
ڙՓऔМՂ൛3800ʹЊᄉ۲ᆨʼḞ
вܘԦ500ʹЊึҮᠪ᧚൛Ḟࣲሤ
Ү˖ளᕱˉǋՎ̤۵ᕱˉኍ͕͌ˉઅᠪ
औМՂǌ
ඇࣱጷጺࡾԝ۲ࡎ˸᪙࣯ᦉ֖
йᓧ࣍ҁЏǋ᜴߶ǋёᏥࠢǋߥ˷й
ˉሗೱశḞΧᤈॆڠйˉ̖ˉፆౝ͕Ӑ
ӣጞǌᄫґḞࡾԝࣂलᤈௐ̽ᘁᖜܷሗೱశḞஅᓡݝǌ
ܰḞ˖ڍᤈѢԯᩏᛠᤆՓࡾԝሟ˸˖ॶ࠴ߥǋӮࢵߥಢ૫ᡂ˹ڎ3ʹͷбḞႂᑧ100Իǌ
ᛠտࢹР૫ү3.8ʹЊၸ̅ᛩү᠑ߥڇၶǌ
The Bank helped industry-leading companies in poverty-stricken areas to become more
competitive globally by providing financial supports. For instance, in 2011, the Bank gave RMB5
million working capital loan to Kangda Pharmaceutical, an angelica pharmaceutical company in
Minxian County, Gansu Province. This loan was an addition to a previous RMB38 million facility.
The Bank also helped to bring in renowned companies such as Zhongxin Pharmaceutical and
Tongrentang (TRT) to be external investors.
Moreover, the Bank organized study tours every year for township and village officials and
agronomists from Minxian County to visit Shouguang, Xi’an and Yang Lin to learn advanced
planting techniques. These study tours helped Minxian to upgrade the structure of its agricultural
ᇪ͗᠉͉
Social Responsibility

industry. As of now, the county has acquired the greenhouse farming techniques to plant seasonal
vegetables, which has generated favorable returns.
The Bank also made donations of 30,000 books and 100 computers to Qinxu Township
Central Primary School and Nanchuan School, both located in Minxian. A total of RMB38 thousand
was donated by the Bank’s employees for poverty-stricken school children.
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̃ǋஂМᄝᮂˬஓᐱ
Public music education
2011ࣱḞ ˖  ڍᤈ Ѣ ԯ ᩏ ᛠ ፘ ፝ 
þྕˬ͛˷ÿḞРՎˠҨþྕˬ͛˷ÿ˧
ܬТ˧Џጡএᣬ̔ᄇࣱˏࡿڠٽ᭞ࣱᮂ
ˬ ˧  ܷ  ۋᮂ ˬ ࢷ Ḟ า Ү  ڙ་ ᫂ǋ Ի
ӑǋ ʼ ๑ǋ Ӯ ̚ǋ ൦ ලǋ ӑ ̚ ˠ ᛠǌ ᤇ
ᇪ͗᠉͉
Social Responsibility

Хథྱ൳˦ᄉᮂˬ˧ऴੳ˿ᣬ̔
᭨ዴᇷḞܘᤈ˿ˏࡿڠٽᄉᓧశ֖ৰ
ਕ̓ึǌ

In 2011, the Bank continued to join hands with the “Philharmonic Heritage Program” and
staged a nationwide concert tour with the theme of “The Light of Rejuvenation-Celebrating the
100th Birthday of the Xinhai Revolution”. The events spanned across Macao, Taipei, Shanghai,
Nanjing, Wuhan and Beijing. This concert tour was successful in passing down the spirit of the
Xinhai Revolution and bringing closer artistic and emotional links of the mainland, Taiwan and
Macao.
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